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_ ... In recent years .a considerable amount of investigation has been. 
carried out on the rare earth-trans~tion Il}e_t~l Laves phases to. deter-
mine their magnetic and structural behavior. The rare earths exhibit 
• • 
. -
'.,, • l' ·' .. ' . 
net magnetic· moments as a result -of the 4f subshell whereas the transi-
tion _metals derive their moment from the 3d shell. This inve~tigation 
studies .the interaction between the magnetic moments of· dysprosium-. 
cobalt and dysprosium-iron Laves phases by substitutipg iron for·-
I. -
- . ( .. 
.. 
~ . ~ -
cobalt in the pseudo-binary _p~o,2 97 DyFe2 . The two compounds are 
reportedly MgCu2 type Laves phases. DyFe2 is unique among the -
other dysprosium-transition metal compounds in that it has a relatively 
high Curie point near 32 50c. 
. . 




i • pre.vious work on t}:le comP.R!J.IlQS. An expansion of the DyCo2 (IVIgCu2 -
----~=--~---.. __ .-. · .•·•'>.~J. ~=..,.,-=,,..TY-.::.. ...,_--+-=- ___ _;, __ •..:...-,----~. <~• ..... ·-•·--.,~...-.,,~___,.._.__., .. ,-_-•·- .,----- _ _,,._:-_.-_,~_-,-_,._._.,_~, .-...-.~•- .,.,:.-~•-~--- .._ .. - - ·--~~~\~"'t.;LI-.G,,:l---•.,-~-··•••;,6••••4.-.•-•••·",.,., .......... ~~••t.:~~•-.-·--.""•'"-•-"'¢-= .. _.-•,,,.,.=,·-·-==--===~==== 
type) lattice and subsequent transformation to a te~ragonal structure . 
.... ' 
.·- \vase- -00 s erv·ea·. as -lr_on:·-was~·Eful;J~sfitute d _--for C ofialt""ne;~if-C-2~o/o~yFe2 ___ iii ___ ~----~=---c~--===~-- ~-~~---
The change in structure was related primarily to the decrease . 
. (' 
in electron concentration as i:ron was. substituted for cobalt. '· 
I • J 
·Magnetic measurements at liquiq nitrogen temperature show 
'I 
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""c.;__•-:_._-,:r--:6C=·~-----,-_~=,--...,Jlo:..c '·- - -·- -·. 
•. 
in the alloys around 35o/o DyCo2,-mDyFe2 . These results seem-to indicate -
... 
that there is complete antiparalleI allignment of tJ:ie Dy and transition 
fl metal magnetic moments. The high Curie points of the iron rich alloys 
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According to previous workl on rare earth-tran~ition metal 
.... l ' • 
binary systems, intermetallic compounds represented by the formu-
lae_AB2 and }B5 are generally fo.rmed where A denotes a lantjlanide 
element and B is Fe, Ni, or Co. The AB2 compounds are Laves 
phases which usually cry.stallize through peritectic reactions as one 
( 
of these types: MgCu2 (F. C. C. ), MgZn2-(H. C. P. ), and MgNi2 (H. C. P. ): 
·The atom size ratio seems to determine the stability of these struc-
.. __ tures since_ space is filled effic~ently in these compounds when the 
atomic radii are in the ratio r A/ r B - 1. 22 5-. These AB2 Gompounds 
./. 
- ' ..... 
involving. dysprosium. and transition me~s have all been found to be 
-.. 
MgCu2 type.phases, and their lattice parameters reported . 
5
, l, 6, 7, 8 . 
.,.. I 
' 
The MgCu2 typ_e structure can be. pictured as a ( F ~ C. C. ) cell of A atoms 
. 
_ with 1 /2 of ~he tetrahed,ral sites filled, and the,other-four tetrahedral 
sites filled with groups of four smalle~r Bl1aatoms. 








1 ,-_- - ---
.1 
- ·-----'-'-'---'--'-----"'-==-=-.c...c.=.-.c__· -'--=--"" ==· ==-c. ---
The size-factor p~nsiderations seem to stabilize the structure, 
.. , 
but modifications may be determined by the electron concentration. 11 
,, 
It haSbeen suggested that th-e extent of aparticuiar structure's stabil-
"""' ..,, 
ity may be resfricted by its Brillouin zone. Witte and co-workers12 , 13 
------·-~~----- -- --
i 
- __J •• 
- - -- - - -
- ~---- -- --
r 
-- - .. --- ----------~-------
- ___; 
.. ·~ studied pseutj.o-binary sections of MgCu2-MgZn2 . ·-Magnetic susceptib-
"'i~~-.-:·· 
.ity can be related to the form of the N (E-) curve within a Brillouin 
--- -- } 
.. - -...;.., :{ 
, t; 
----- - -- -- ··:--- . ----- ---~ 
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zone. Klee ·and Witte13 proposed that before an overlap of a set of zone~ 
faces occurs, the N (E) curve has··a minimum; therefore·, depressions 
C 
in magnetic susceptibility .across the MgCu2-MgZn2. pseudo-binary, 
which undergoes phase changes between different Lave_s phases, are 
I 
I -
probably related to the Fermi sur~ace approajhing setS of related zone 
···'"' .. -.~ 
~~ ~ ~-
.. 
,. / ', \ 
aximum electron concentratfon\that the MgCu2 type struc-faces. Th 
ture seem to tolerate in this system is e/a = 1. 75.11 Other systems 
I 
show stability of the MgCu2 structure up to e /a = 1. 83. Here approx-
-~ 
imately 94o/o of the quantum states are occupied by electrons in the 
.:. ......... ; ____ .... ____ \ 
Brillouin. zone which is a polyhedron enclosed by the {311) and {222} 
. planes'. ....J 
• l 
Since dysprosium was readily available and prior study -of the 
Dy-Co system had been done at Lehigh, the compounds_ of the transi- _ 
tion metals with dy.sprosiu_m were studied in, this investigation. Wer-
.. 
nic-k9 and· co-workers found that th~+·pseudo~ binaries· I?Y ( Mn.-Fe}2 
• •• • • ' - "'W 
and .PY (Mn-Al )_2 formed complete 0solid solutions and ~ositive -fi~via-
... 
_, 
_ .. _ ...... l 
/ 
i---- - tions in linearity-appeared Iri"-the lattice constants~ It Would appear . - ~- ................ -- -------. -
that iron and cobalt might also _form .complete solid solutions in the 
I compound -as they ~exhibit soltd solubility_ in their binary ·system above 
/ i 
1000° C aric:l both have been reported to form the MgGu2 type struc-
, 
ture witfi dys1lros1um.-wesbitt1(}---~rfd-·co-:::workers studiea ~~5-c_o_m_.-_._----------
. . . ····t 
' . 
. ; . h. . . 
pounds of ·the CaCu5 type str~cture an? indicated that DyF~ ~nd~ 
. 'l - . 
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.Many of the ·rar~. earth-transition metal compounds have been 
reported to be ferrimagnetic or antiferromagnetic as well as ferromag-
netic. 3, 10, 14 Ferromagnetic materials have their magnetic moments 
alligned parallel whereas antiferromagnetic materials have their 
moments aligned in opposition completely cancelling. A ferr imagnetic .. 
.. -·· material ,has oppositely aligned moments that are unbalanced. A max-
imum in a magnetiz:ation vs. temperature cu·rve indicates' antiferro-
magnetisni since at lower temperatures-the spin·s are opposing each 
0th.er, but at higher temperatures this ca~ce~ling is broken up until· the 
~ f Neel temperature is reached above which the material is paramagnetic 
and magn!;?'ti~ation decreases with temperature. 15 
'rh·e· magnetic characteristics of b.o~yCo2 an;I DyFe2 have 
' 
• ...,. 
· been studie·d extensi~ely. · D~o2 has been reported to have a Curi~ 
. .J .... "1 .. • 
point from' -95°c8 to 27°C, l, 6 and exhibit ferrimagpetic behavior 
,, 
-~-~-----· -- -- -------------
where Co moments are parallel to each other but antiparallel to Dy 




. \ . 
--- ...... 
• • .. od 
• .. - _ -1i. .. -- • moments which are also parallel to each other.. DyFe2 has be.en re- . , ... 
..... • .. 
ported·/to have a Curie point from 325°cl to- 3550cl6 but also exhib~ 
' '· ' 
.. 
itep ferrimagnetic b·ehavior. The magn.etiza~ion of DyFe2 .at liquid , 
l 
nitrogen tempe_rature has been reportedsas 4. 97 Bohr magnetons p~r . , 
~ •, 
molecule16 while that for DyCo2.,has been reported as 4. iBohr mag.-
. . 
· netons. 6 The_obvious difference in the magnetic properties· is· in the 
·- ~ 
. . 
. . ,·.. . .,. . \ .. ,. -
.. 
-
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, - . 
Curie ·point temperatures which indicate the difference in the strength 
. -· . ~ . --
·- . '\ 
of the alignment rather-than the magnitude. DyFe2 has a relatively 
high Curie temperature whereas DyMn2_, DyCo2 and DyNi2 -have_ Curie. 
0 points below room temperature. 
The lattice parameter for DyCo2 has been reported to be 7. 20, 6 
7.19,8 7.1907 and 7.1875 angstroms whweas that for DJFe2 has been 
reporte·d to be 7. 285, 16 7. 2g2· (average), 7. 321. ±. 0. 0017, and 7. 3255 
angstroms. The inteFatomic dista~ces between atoms in the 0yCo2 
stru-cture are 2. 54A° Co-Co, 3.11A0 Dy~-DY and 2. 98A0 Dy-Co w~ereas 
in the DyFe2 .. s,tructure they are 2. 59A °Fe-Fe, 3. 17A 0 Dy-Dy, and 
3. 04A0 DJ-Fe according to the lattice piI'ameters found by Wernick 
,/ 
and Geller. 5 Th~ interatomic cltstances are greater in the DyFe2 type 
structure than th~ DyCo2 type structure. It is evid~nt, _ however, that 
there is close agreement ;tmong investigators on the lattice p~rameter. 
\. .. {i . . 
. of DyC o2, but there is a. r~nge of O. 0~ 0 ~ t~e above valu-e s for 
. " 
,, DyFe2 . · The average value. reported by Speddirig and Daane is· actually . 
I 
.: ~ - . :~ 
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The·,pseudo-binary between DyFe2 and DyCo2 wa-s investigated 
-~t intervals of 12. 5 Atomic percent throughout the entire system giving 




iometric quantities of the metals totalling approximately 18 grams were -- :_ 
.. 
place~· in a recrystallized alumina boat (Morganite Inc.) of 3cc. capa-c-
C/··· 
ity. The boat was placed in a recrystallized alumina protection tube 
., :.- .. 
1, ~ ---
which in turn was inserted into a vycor tube. The tube and c9ntents 
were pumped down to less than 10 microns of pressure as read by a 
Pirani Gauge, and 99. -99 5o/o helium was back filled after three purges 
to a positive pressure of approximately 10 psi. With the furnace 
closed off the at~osphc:re was gettered. for 20 minutQS with dysprosium 
. . - ~ 
cuttings. The allo)fs were then melted ~ith an induction coil and held 
'., 
~ . 
___ __ about fifteen minutes above the melting points of the pure metals which 








0-1" )are above the temperature of the peritectic re~~tion in all the transi~ 
tion metal-rare. earth systems. A diagram of_tbe m.elting apparatus 
is shown in Figure l. -
.. ~-. ... 
~ --· 
After melting, the alloys were seale_d off into vycor tubes and 
' .... 
.. 
-· annealed at 75o 0 c, about 200°c below the temperature of,the peritectic 
r~action which forms both DyFe2 arid DyCo2. In this way it wa~ hoped 
that one phase could b~ pr9duced ·if an equilibrium compound formed 
. , . . \ 
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. The alloys on both ends of the pseudo-binary w~re mounted and 
po~ished for metallographic examination, but none of the ternary alloys 
wer·e mechanically strong enough to_ hold together in large enough pieces 
during grinding and polishing to permit much interpretation of the 
microstructure. 
Chemical analyses of both DyCo2 and DyF·e2 were··made to in-
sure that neither iron, cobalt, nor dysprosium had vaporized excessive-
ly during the melting operations. Chemical ~nalyses were made by: 
(1 dissolving the compounds in nitri.c acid and precipitating the oxalate. 
. .. 





... .._. r""° ~. ....., l f .... • , ., --'--- -
-: ... ··• 
.~ 
- ..,J • 
-
- \_ • '· . 
~. t 
..,_ • . Diffractom.eter·traces u-sing a Siemens X-ray Diffractometer 
· ancfFekoc radiation w·ere ·ma_de on all alloys. Pieces of the brittle alloys 
.... were crusheq to a fgle powder and mounted with a mixture of acetone . ,6 ; ' 
. 
and Duco cement on f!. gl~ss slide in the diffractometer. The traces ' 
' 
--gave well-defined-peaks; so no annealing of the powder was found I' -
; 
necess~ry. 
Magnetic measurements ~er·e m:~de· o.n .an apparatus designed to 
·--. - , ~ . 
- • 
·' • 
. • I give magnetization or susceptibility ¢ver a range of_ temperanl:_res. on .. 
. .. . ... 
. ~ very small samples _weighing approxima~ 40 mg. A number of the 
. 
. C ···:··-· 
rare ¢'arth-transition metal compounds behave ferrc:>magnetically as -
well as ferrimagnetically, a,nd the measuring apparatus should be de.~ 
'· 
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~ netic material· by a magnetic field gradient. The type of field gradient 
is determined by the shape of the pole pieces on the faces of the mag-
-net. For a paralllagnetic substance., the force., F., on a sample of m. 
g~ains in the Y direction in the gradient dH/ dy oersteds per centimeter 
is given by: 
F ~ X mH (dH/dy) 
where Xis the_ susceptibility: inc. g. s. units per gran1~ A. fe:r·rornag-:-: 
• • 
--~-.etic substan.ce experiences a force given by: _ 
F= dm(dH/dy)" 
-·where ·d is the magnetization .in (ergs. oerst. -1.a.-gram -1) .. The num-
ber ___ of Bohr magnetons per molecule is calculated from the formula: 
. - .. . 
- B =6MLNoB 
. . 
where M is the moleq-ular weight., No i's Avagadro' s number., and B 
is the magne,tic moment associated with the spin of a single electron: 
. 
B = 9. 27 x 10-21 ergs./ gauss 
I 
' 
During the measureme~t of µiagnetization., a paramagnetic spec-
1 imen· should be .in a region of constant H( dH/dy).,. :whereas a ferromag-
.I· 
• 
netic sample should be in a constant field gradient dH/ dy. For a con-
stant H{ dH/ 9y), the change in H2 with h~ight should,be ~onstailt since:, 
1 
.,. 
. "d(H2)/dy = 2H (dH)' dy) 
r· 
T-Q a close approximation, H will vary inversely with the gap 
. 
width.14,'' 1 7 This requirement gives the shape of the pole pieces 
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line· segments are···used to approximate the parabolic shape of the.pole 
I • 
pieces to facilitate machining, and the resulting shape of the curves of 
. 
0 H2 vs. y. and H vs. y for currents'·of 5 ·amps and 7 amps are shown in 
Figure 3. Since the curvature is so- small near the closest gap width, 
J?oth-H2 v.s. y and H v~. y give nearly a straight line. All measurements 
of force were made in the center of this area shown in the figure. 
· Many methods of measuring force in a magnetic balance have. 
b·~en devised such as the distortion of a bronze ring18 and a pendulum 
balance. 4 The method used in this study consisted of an arialytical 
" •,, 
chain balance, which- was positioned above the magnet. The sample 
~ -
was restricted to only vertical movement at the end of a rod by means 
of horizontal threads. The sample position was ctiosen where the 
.. " '. - .2 . 
gradient increased slightly -with height so tha~ __ a stable equilibrium 
. ' 
. , •--·- ·----• • • •- ·-••
-- ·-- ••• - ·• , .• ;' ,-, •. • - - - •N-• •• 




-\r ----- - • -
~ . 
The magnetic balance was calibrated with s·amples of ·iron,-
•• 
nickel, and c.obalt at sever~l aurrents to. ch~ck the precisipn of the 
' . 
measurements and t~e..qrrect for er:rors in the apparatus. The m~jor 
. 




error is due to ima_ge pol~_s wher:e the sample's own magnetism interacts 
with the magnetic field in the pole pieces, seri~usly ~istorting the 
f • 
-· - . - - - . - . -..,..__ ,--





Using-small samples and high currents, this factor can be 
· reduced a.s seen in Table 2 where most all calculated gradients are 
-----~-
nearly the same ·at higher .currents for iron, nickel, . and cobalt. ~ The l . . ., 




ave-rage. of the gradients- a~- each current _calculated from iron, nickel, . 
and cobalt w.ere used 'to calcula~e the magnetiz_~tion of all th~ specinlens 
. . "~ .... 
. . 
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-- in- this study. The gradients calculated from Armco iron,· which was 
.t 
. 
· -· previously calibrated, cobalt rondells, 99. 99o/o pure, ,and 9,~ ... 9+o/o 
,I 
·; , nickel fell within 2o/o of each other at the higher ~urrents, and this 
. - .. 
··" ·· -·-~accuracy is probably the best indication of the experhnental error in 
r 
• 




the apparatus. Magnetization is measured as a function· of temperature 
~ 
.. 
. _, ...... 
in thermo-magnetic analysis, and for comparative purposes,- satura-
V 
. , 
tion should be obtained. A number of curves·w~re run at 5 Amps and 
. ' 
7 Amps corresponding to 8,240 gauss and 9, 760 gauss, resp~ctively . 
. . 
These curves were identical within experimental error;- so saturation 
\. 
is.,bel~eved to have been obtained in .all samples at 9; 760 gauss. 
For measurements above room temperature up to 650°K a 
furnace was constructed of noninductively wound chromel wire coated 
" 
with saureisen cement leaving a cylinder 8mm diameter and 30mm high . 
-
T,he furnace was placed inside a copper water cooled jacket as shown 
in Figure 2.-. The· coo)ing system serves to keep a constant saturation 
. I" - -
-- . 
magnetization in the pole pieces. A copper c-onstantan thermocouple 
wa_p placed in a. vycor tube touching the spec ... imen and .the tube was then 
fastened to a coppe<"rrod at the correct specimen height.. Ca_re was 
taken to position the furnace s·o ~at the vycor tube moved freely in t~e 
furnace. f\.11 high temperature measurements were made after the -," 
).. 
sampl~ pad reached a constant teI?-perature for. two minut~s following 
. ~ 
~~djustments of ·the power into the furnace with a variac and rheostat 
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Magnetie rifeasufements were made -down to liquid nitroge~ 
. . ·~ 
temperatures using the same thermocouple and sample holder, btit 
replacing the furnace with a styrof oam contailler ~ The container was 
- . ·.· 
~ 
. 
filled with liquid nitrogen, and measurements were made while the sam-
~ ple warmed to room temperature. Both zero readings without a mag-
netic field and temperature readings were made before and after each 
reading to give a net force that is corrected for. the .lifting effect of the 
rising liquid nitrogen vapor and the -ehanging. temperature. For read-
:: -' 
• I 
ings at liquid nitrogen temperature, the ~ample was taken out of the 
vycor tube and atta<?hed to the end,of an alumina r~d so. that-the liquid·· 
nitrogen. was in contact with the surface of the specimen. The. tot~l 
' - . thermomagnetic curves ~ere used to calculate Curie points for all but 
... 
th.e two ~obalt rich· alloys .after the ;m-ethod by Stoner20 whereby the 
straight lin_e portion of d 2 vs. temperature is extrapolated to zero at 
. . . ' 
.. · the Curie point . The tw_o cobalt-rf~~- a.1~0$7s·, __ ·I:)y(;<?2·_ ~?~. p~_?_i~ __ :i 5_~-~_Q ___ 2 5,_ 
~'. 
- - - -- ~l--d-ill 
.,..,, 
.,, . 
. ' •-=-.~ 
had very sharp drops in the magnetization vs. temperature cu-rves at 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
-
. -
The· results of a chemical analysis on the two terminal alloys, 
DyC o2 and DyFe2 , ( Table 3) show th~t the final alloys were within 1. 5o/o 
of ideal composition, and that no component excessively vaporized from 
the melt. 
The microstructure· of the two terminal alloys revealed essen-
tially a single phase· alloy wj.th a small amount of ~xide inclusions. The 
: . - • - .. ~ -J -, - .:, ('I. ~ . (' J 
peritectic reaction whic,~orms these compounds was .evidently above 
. . ~ - ., -
the annealing temperature of 75o0c as reported. 2, 8 Assuming that 
there was no~reat negative deviation from linearity-in the melting 
"} 
points, the'n -~ingle phase alloys should have been_obtainea in the ternary 
- .. ~--
. · alloys if complete solid solubility exists. 
. The results of ~he X-.ray patterns given in .Table 4 br~g o-ut the 
fact that the alloys 
...... 
are all ·nearly single phase and· similar in struc-
1 
1 
ture to the terminal compounds. The·lines can be indexed for the cobalt· 
,, 
rich alloys, DyCo2 and DyFeo. 25co1 . 75,as having a cubic MgCu2 _type 
"' j structure .with lattice parameters shown in Table 5. With the substi-





lines start to-split indicating the development of a tetragonal dis-to-r------~----·--·-------
tion of the MgCu2 type structure. This splitting of the, st;o~gest {311} . -r:-) . 
-
. .. .... 
line can be shown schematically in Figure 4.- This tetragonal structur~ 




,is exhibited ·by.-DyFe2 and- all the remaining iron rich allo~s-= 0~-Th.e.lattice '° 
- A ' ' . . . .· . 
. - -:-·-==J 
. I 
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. . 
parameters given for these alloys in Figure 5 show that the tetragonal 
structure expands with the substitution of more iron while keeping 
approximately the same c/ a ratio_. The observed lattice parameter for· 
DyCo2 of 7. 20 AO agrees very w·ell with those reported by previous 
investigators given in the introduction. The -two lattice constants given 
fer DyFe2 , a = 7. 2 0 A O and c = 7. 3 7 A O , surro~d those reported for 
a cubic struct~re of the compound which average 7. 30 AO and may ac-
count for the variation in lattice parameter given for th_is alloy. It has 
~ ~ . 
been found, however, that these compounds do exhibit homogeneity 
. \ 
. 
t·anges off the ideal .·composition, and lattice parameters do vary con-
- I 
siderably with composition. 5 · · ,_ 
The expansion of the DyC02 lattice wi.e substitution of iron 
and ·subsequ~nt change in structure could not be attributed to size fac-. 
,.._ 
"'tor alone since the atomic radii ( Co = 1. 2 5 A O, Fe. = 1. 2 6 A 0 ) do not 
. . . . .. \" ... \ . ··--
~- , 
differ substantially. The expansion. of the structure is.probably related 
. 
to the smaller valence. of the iron atom being substituted in the -structure 
-· ....... 
. 
favoring· a smaller size Brillouin zone. The.change in the cubic 
.. 
MgCu2 type structure to a tetr-a_gonal for-m produce~ a less spher·1cal 
zorte. The ( 113 )' planes of. the zone may approach clo$er to the Fermi 
· ___ s!!rface giving a more energetically favorable N (E) curve. 'The struc· 
---





tural changes _in the Laves phases of pseudo-bina.r_y systems .alloying 
. . .. ... . " . 
uranium witb transition.inetals have· been attributed to similar effects.·2~ 
. ., - .. . 
. ,, . 
/ . - . -
· Tlie effect of magnetic· interactions upon the. equilj.brium struc- - -· 
-· 
·' 
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ture should not be overlo·oked, sine~, as will .be seen later, the mag-
I 
netization vs. temperature curves vary c~nsiderably with structure. 
' It is felt, however, that the niagpetic behavior is more of a consequence 
~-
L ,• 
of the structure than a primary factor in determining it .. 
The magnetic results fr·om the terminal alloys DyCo2 and DyFe2 
confirm those given by Woods and Nassau6 for DyC02 and that given 
by Wallace16 for DyFe2 . The magnetization vs. temperatur·e curves· 
for all the alloys are shown in Figu.r.e 6 from the data in Table 6. The 
plots of µB2 vs. temperature i.rJ. Figure 7 give the Curie points 
.. 
,.-·-_.,..,~ . ' . ' ' .. ·_ .,, . -,., 
plotted)iri Figure a·. The magnetization vs. temperature curves ·show-,,, 
how the magnetic characteristics of" the compounds are very dependent 
) 
upon the structure. The two cobalt rich compounds, DyCo2 and 
' . . . 
-
DyFeo. 2sc;ol· 75, .which were seen to have a cubic MgCu2 type struc-
- . ~ . 
ture, are characterized by low Curie p9ints but high magnetizations at 
low temperatures. - The other alloys with the tetragonal structure ex-
hibit much higher Curie points that inc:ease from DyFeo. 5Co1. 5 to 
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..._ ~ ./ ' 
and Wanace16. In gene~al, the tetragonal structure seems t~ stabilize 
---
- . ---- --- --- ---- ----
--- --- -- ---- ---- ·-·---
. 
All the alloys seem to display -antiparallel alignment ( ~ysp;rosiuni 
. r 
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parallel to dysprosium, transition metal parallel to transition metal, 
and dysprosium antip·arallel to transition metal) as shown by the mag-
netic moments plotted against composition in Figure 9. The magnetic 
moments determined to absolute zero for dysprosium, iron, and cobalt 
. ~ 
are 10.2, 2.22, an·d·l.71 Bohrmagnetons15, respectively. The 
moment for dysprosium is related to the number of 4f electrons, whereas 
' ,,. 
the values for iron and cobalt are related to the average number of un-
.. 
paired spins or ~holes" in .the 3d shell. Using these ideal vaJu~s of 
Bohr magrietons for~-dysprosium, iron, and cobalt, and assuming 
. . 
• 
dysprosium is aligned antiparallel to iron,and cobalt, the net moment 
· 
~ f V . t. ·- ."'.:;_ :-.·,· ~t....-
- - . '7."•·· - :.,- ~ ·- ___ ... - ....... - '- ... ___ . • ~; .. _, -- -;:,-.- ~-~-=!. .... ,,.,., ;'· .. 
per molecule can be calculated near those found for ~y.Co2 ( 5. 1 7) and 
DyFe2 ( 5. 00) at 770K. This method is not precisely accurate quanti-l 
tatively since the values of magnetization--are.not plotted to absolute 
. . 
. 
· ·zero, and the elements do not always contribute their ideal moments 
exactly .antipar~l~el. _,The oqserved mom~nt of 5. 17 for DyCo2· at liquid ., 
nitrogen temperature compares with 4. 7 found by Nassau6 at the same 
~------ " .. 
. tempe_rature. 4 value of 5. 00 magnetons .for DyFe2 com-par~s closely 
with 4.-97 found by ~IlSman·n and Walla~-~ at liquid nitrogen tempera-
r 
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. . . 
_for ·cobalt in the cobalt rich alloys (Figure 9). 
. , . 
Iron-cobalt alloys in . t. 
• /, \'. 
th~ B. C. C .. ~tr~cture, are known to exhibit a maximum magnetic 
.... ~ .. 
• I" ./ 
moment at saturation of approximateiy--2~- 5-B-ohr iiiaglletons near 3510. · 
-- --- - - - - --
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.J cob~t. 15 The minimum net moment·in Figure 9 is 2. 48 B.ohr mag-
- . 
netons at DyFe1. 25co0. 75-, wltich is 32. 5o/o DyCo2 in DyFe2. 
. . 
J 
It has been reported that DyCo2 might exhibit antiparallel 
alignment of the dysprosium mom0ents and parallel alignment of the 
. 
cobalt moments~ 8 This behavior could partially explain the lowering 
of magnetization of DyFe2 with the substitution of cobalt for iron, but 
._ - -{ 
.J 
a larger lowering of magnetization is observed than this model could 
. 
account for. Here there is the complicating factor, however, of a 
changing lattice parameter and. a changing distance between atoms . 
.,.. 
Since there i~ q. n~..t moment at liquid nitrogen temperature for the 




DyC oFe· alloy of 2. 9 7 Bohr magnetons, the cobalt moments .are prob-· 
,ably not aligned antipaFallel to the iron moments . 
. 
~ 
Aisumirig that there :is-"antiparallel -alignment of the type 
1· 
described before ( dysprosium antiparallel to transition metal)., then ~ 
~ -
-' 
- . - - -- _L --- -
the values of magnetization at lower tempe·ratures cah be explained 
·• 
~ 
__ qqa.litatively ~d, to an extent, quantitatively. Wallace16 determined 
.. 
from a series of ra·re earth-iron co!1:lpounds that dysprosium exhibits a 
< _, 
moment of 8. 3 Bohr magnetons arid· iron, 1. 68 Bohr magnetons., giving.'• 
hi_s value of 4. 9 for DyFe2 at 4. 2°K~ The diminished iron and 
! 
I , •. ! 
- - ,- - : 
----·. -- -------
dys_prosi~m moments compared to elemental values were attributed to 
·- J 
'. 
an electron transfer from the lanthanide to the iron component. Assum-




;B~hr maf etons for elemental cobalt would leave a net moment of 4. 9 
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;. 
. ;S_ 
compared to 5. 00 observed experirnentally! --· The _magnetization curv~s 
drop slightly with temper~ture below -150°C, which is indicative of a 
- ' 
ferrimagnetic material, and the. mo~e.nt for the compounds may b_e·. 
lower at absolute zero. 




alloys, assuming this same type alignment, seem to support tne theory 
that iron and cobalt are aligned parallel to each othet' and opposite to 
· --~ dysprosium producing a minimum :p.et moment near 35o/o DyCo2 in 
'· ~ 1· ~ ., .... 
DyFe2, as· w·ould be predicted from the maximum magnetization in \• 
the iron-cobalt system:. 
.•. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
'-· 
The structure of the ·DyCo2 - DyFe2 pseudo-binary has been 
·' a t . 
evaluated. _ T·he cobalt rich compounds up to approximately 25o/o :g_yFe2 '. 
-in DyC02 are MgCu2 type structures while the remaining· iron rich 
·cpmpounds are tetragonal with a c/a ratio near 1. 024. _The expansion· 
- . .. .,., . 
.... .,.\. . ... 
of the DyCo2 lattice with the substitution of iron and subsequent change 
\ 
in structure as iron is substituted for cobalt is probably related to the 
contraction of the Brillouin zone and decreased valence of the iron 
' ~ . 
The magnetic measurements indicate that the dyspr·osiu-m moments: 
. ~ ___ are_ antiparallel to iron and cobalt .while all the dysprosi.um moments are 
parallel and all the transition metal m_oments are parallel. The tetra-
gonal structure of the- iron rich. compounds seems to stabilize the 
magnetic interaction at higher temperatures and give muc;h higher Curie 
points than thop~:-~xhibi:;-d by the cobalt ri~? alloys of the cubic MgCu2 
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Table 1 · 
Purity of the Elements 
. 
- Cobalt1PA- .. 
22 
• .,•· r • 
J - -· 
T· -. . 
-. ! 
~. ;, l 























































-i} Emission. Spectro3raphic Analysis supplied by 1-tichigan Chemical 
Corp., Ra.re Earths and. Thorium Division, s·t •. Iouis, llichigan, 
Aueust -3, 1960 • 
. . 
-~~- Chemical analysis supplied ·with metal from Africa }·Ietal Corp., 
25 Broad Street, }!e1-1 York, 1'Je1.J York:, Iv.1ay 21.i, 1960. 
1~!H~ Cheniical analysis s~pplied lJith metal fro~.Electronic- Qpace 
Products, Inc., 854 South Robertson. Blv~., IDs Angelos, Calif., 
-- 1 
April 5, 1966 •. 
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Calculated Field Gradients 
·-. --
Cobalt 








Mass {gm/ · 0.0314 
Density (~) . 8.90 





tS ( erg ) 161 214 
gm. oer. 
Current {Amps) Net Pull d.H/dy Net- Pull ~ Net Pull ·dH/dy 
( gms.) (gms.) (gms.) 
: ~- ~-.,. -
.. . 
-~·-
- . - =·-
- ~ . 
2.s 3.237 
3:-.• ·o 4.020 





-6.o _ ~ 7 .184 
' .. 
-6.5 ' 7.413 --4 -
......... 
~- - ----
. . J 




.f I '8.S . .,. , 8.-534 
9 .• o 8.743 
* AS}1. Value 









JJJO 2.381 11.44 7.607 
1192 2.528 1217 8.090 
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Chen.µ.cal Analysis of Terrain.al Alloys 
I 
Alloy ~ .Percent Dy: Percent Co or Fe Ideal Percent Dy 
58.2 41.8 To 59.3 
_ _59 .3 40.7 Co 58.o 
...... ·-. 
. :,:-. ' -
'!'he·· ·compounds were dissolved in nitric acid, and precipitated 
------·---- -
as oxalates for their rare earth content. The chemical analyses 
-were performed by the Allentown Testing laboratory, Inc., 
" 
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Table 4 
' . 
• I ·"' _J. 
X-ray Patterns .for DyCo2 -DyEe2 Pseudo-Binary ~ . . 
DyC02 . 
hkl d Obs.(A0 ) I 
,22·0 2.553 MS 
·311 2.173 vs 





--4~-~ 1.470 ·M·.· 
.. '• .• -
333 1.386 : s· 
440 1.273 MS 
.. 
1.2324 w 
620 1.1390 ·S. 
- 53J.l.0979 s . 
. . 
D.vToo.25_Co1. 75 
hkl d Obs. (A 0 ) I 
-
220 2.561 S· 
311 2.183 vs 
222 2.093 M 
422 1.476 s 
;.._ .. _ 
333 l.393 .. s· 
41.iO 1.279.5 s 
·, 
620 1.1438 S· 
533 1.1023 iS 
, 
~ 
. .. • 
·DyFeo.5Co1.5 
hkl d Obs. (Ao). I 
202 2.561 s 
. ..,: . 
220 2_.525 M: 
, 
113·2.186 vs 
311 2.152 .M 
.... 
.2.038 w 
422 1.496 s 
333 1.397 s 
1.3651 w 
404 1.2320 M 
' 
440 1.2660 M 
620 1.1471 MS. 
-
533 1.1063 . MS 
622 1.0928 MS 
_ ..... 
- ---
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Table 4 (Con•t.) ~ 
X-ray Patterns for DyCo2 -DyFe2 .Pseudo-B~ · 
. - -~- .. - ... ---·-----·- - --- -
. ' 
.... ~ : 
DyFeo. 75Co1.25. 
hk1 d Obs. (A 0 ) I 
202 2.535 . 
220 I 2.52•2 
ll3 -2.196 
311 2.160 
, ~ 2 .073 
-
422 1.471 




. 404 1.2722 



































113 2.202 q . 
3, 2.166 
,, 2.121 
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·· · X-ray Patterns for DyCo2 -DyEe2 Pseudo-Binary 
,,; • '" . .1~:· 
~ 
DyFe1.59.0 o.5 
hkl d Obs.(A 0 ) I 
202 2.588 s 
220 2.557 
DyFe1. 75Coo.25 






hk1 d. Obs. (A 0 ) I 
i 
2. 761~ · M 




















. . . 
222 2.ll9 
1~870 

































.. ll5 1.413 






M 422 1.475 
1.440 
vt 115 1.394. 
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.- ( ' 
•:· Magnetic Measurements --~ .,;· 
.. 
- ... 
'- ... ~ DyFe2 Dy.Fel. 75c0 0·.25 DyTh1.5·coo.5 
. -
> ~ 
Spl. Wt. - 0.0463 gm. Spl. Wt. 0.0401 gm. sp·1. Wt. - 0.0427 gm. - -
.. Temp.°C Gms • Pull J4B Temp.°C Gms. Pull ~B Temp.°C Gms. · Pull }4B ' 
-146 6.871 · 4.88 -120 4.889' 4.02 -136 4.844 3.78 r 
·-J21 6.950 4.94 -100 4.926 4.04 -118 -4.800. 3. 75 
-78 .6.582 4.67 -92 ' -4.657 3.82 ~116 4 •. 632 3.62 
., 




-27 5.570 3.96 -58- 4.1+07 3.62 -51 3.975 3.10 
18 4.677 3.32 
-43 4.310 3.54 -30 -· /3. 70'2 2.89 
-•· 91 4.002 2.84 1 3.389 2.78 -16 3.375 2.64 





-- __ _, ___ . ·------ -· --4••···-·-···---·- .... ---·-··--· ... ~------·-·---· --· . - - --- -J.80 2.862 2.03 25 2 .9·57 2. 43.._ 16 ,2.· .• 841 2.22 
.... 
246 ~-- 1.871 1.33 94 2.545 2.09 27 2:. 5:75. 2.01 
-· ... - ,, 
.. 
-




.3·l·2- o. 782 o.55 -1B9 1.620 1.33 138 1-.745 1.36 
·, 
\ 
I •- t- . 
-~3.2·6 0.352 0.25 228 1.241 1.02 163 1.5~1 1.22 (' 
.Spl. "\it. - 0.04·7% gm. 160 0.287 n.2Ji 286 0.789 __ 0.62 -- -




-196 · . 7.265 5.60 377 0.178 0.15 334 0.604 o.47, 
. ) Spl. Wt. =~ 0.0~23 gm. 367 0.396 0.31 \ 
---- - . -
·~ ',- >' ·.~. 




~196 _ '. 1.613' 
~~- ... 
.. 
'. -- -· - .· ...... :---A: .. 
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DyFe1.25Coo. 75 DyFeCo 
Spl. Wt. = 0.0318 gm. Spl. l,lt. = o.0365 gm. Spl. Wt. = o.0331 gm. 









2 .616 .. 2. 7.3_ -154 
2.473 2 .58 .. -110 
' 
2.231 2.33. · ~so 
2.031 2 .12 \ -40 
1.723. 1.80 -28 
1.523 1.59 J. ~ 
1.)23 1.38 17 
1.203 1.26 27 
' 
1.117 l.17 75 
-- o. 72 .103 
o.383 o.~.o lli9 
3.072 2.79 -124 
~.789 2.54 -81 
2.583 2.35 -60 
2.183 1.99 -31 
1.925 1. 75 -10 





2 .125 2.13 
1.825 1.8) 
·1.404 1.40 
2 .200 o.83 
1.3 1.23 104 l.424 ci.67 
1.183 1;08 132_ i.488 o.44 
o.957 ' o. 87 l83 
o.668 0.61 202 
. 

















__ :__ _______ ---· ---·-··--· - -.-,2-J-1---. -- - O.}DO- 0..31 . 20_8 0.341 O.J_l _ $pl. Wt. =_0,.0171 gn:i. 
-. 
0.2:89 0.26 -196 1.543 2.98 ... 
· 307 . 0.231 . 0.24 228 
~ 
.. 
Spl. Wt. = 0.0091 gm. 252 0.241 0.22 
.-
-- ~y 
-196 o. 684 2 .48 Spl. Wt. = O. 0212 gm. 
~196 1.900 2.97 
I .., ~ \, ~- I., ~' 
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Table 6 (Con1 t.) 
, 
. . 
,_. 1-fagnetic l1easurenBnts 
Dy"Feo.5Co1.5· ~eo.25Co1. 75. ]),JCo2 
.. 
- -
sp1. irvt. = 0.0371 gm. Spl. 1·Jt. = 0.0419 gm. · Spl. wt.-·-·=-···e.e45o· gm. 
Temp. 0c 



























188 0~301 ·· 0.27 
0.241 0.22: 
0.058· o.os 
Spl. 1ft. = 0~0368 em. 
~-196 4.945 ·4.48 
-
0 Ternn. 0 c Gms • Pull p.B . ·~Temn C Gms Pull~ • • • B ... 
"-
·--
-Jli4 6.876 5.48 -137 7.105 5.29 
~~-r-...; 
-128 ·6.638 5.29 -JJ.8 6.625 .. 4.93 
-88. 5.245 --·-fr~.18 - -78 C 2.701 2.01 
~44 . 3.345 2.67 -53 1.000 o. 74 
• 
-12 1.345 1.07 -24 o.4oo .0.30 
33 · o.ns 0.09 27 0.117 ... 0.09 
100 0.038 0.10 70 0.080 0.06 
Spl. 1ft. = o. 0148 gm. . 79· 
"-1 0~053 o.o4 
-196 2.076 4.69 Spl. t,rt. = 0.0450 gm. 
~ . - - -- ---'~----
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DyCo2 -75 O .. 
Dy-Feo.25C01. 75 -l5°C ... , 
,DyR3.o.5Co1.5 145°c 
-.:"!·~-~.,,. 
.Dy-Feo. 75c 0 1.25 155°c 
DyFeCo 215°c .... , 
DyFe1.25Coo.75 
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Alumina Boat and Alloy 
0000000 
··-·¢ -- r$•· 
0 0 0 00 
Alumina Tube 
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Chromel .Furnace Wire 
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H - 5 Amps. 
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Figure 4-,,_ The 1plitting. of t1e 
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Figure 6 








Curves · · _.--:, 
o---=o DyCo2 -
O- - _ony-Feo.2~tl~75 
0- - -0DyFe0.5cci1 • .5. , 
t,,._~ - -A DyFeOo 75Col.25 
o-.:.--o DyFeCo 
t I DyFe1.25Coo. 75 
• C. DyFe1.5Coo.s 
e e DyFel. 75Coo.25 
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Curie· ··Point Determinations· 
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Temperature 0 c 
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